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fusing audience research and ethnography the book presents a compelling account of women s changing lives
and identities in relation to the impact of the most popular media culture in everyday life television
within the historically specific social conditions of korean modernity youna kim analyzes how korean women
of varying age and class group cope with the new environment of changing economical structure and social
relations the book argues that television is an important resource for women stimulating them to research
their own lives and identities youna kim reveals korean women as creative energetic and critical audiences
in their responses to evolving modernity and the impact of the west based on original empirical research
the book explores the hopes aspirations frustrations and dilemmas of korean women as they try to cope with
life beyond traditional grounds going beyond the traditional anglo american view of media and culture this
text will appeal to students and scholars of both korean area studies and media and communications studies
michael greatrex coney was a british born author who spent the last three decades of his life in canada
including 16 years in the british colombia forest service his early work carried a sense of cold war
inspired paranoia but his repertoire was wide and perhaps his best novel hello summer goodbye is a wistful
story of adolescent love on a far distant planet the titles collected in this omnibus come from the
fertile beginning of his career and include his debut novel mirror image charisma and the bsfa award
winning brontomek now that people are starting to see that karting is the perfect training ground for
professional racers of all stripes as well as a not so expensive alternative to full scale road racing and
oval track racing it s become the fastest growing motorsport in the u s and the world for the novice
confronted with a bewildering array of choices kart types and classes road racing sprint track racing oval
racing this book offers answers the best single resource on kart racing karting will teach you the ins and
outs of the sport from choosing a class and kart to selecting safety equipment to performing maintenance
and mastering racing techniques that will get you up to speed on the track an alphabetical arrangement of
the ships of the continental and united states navies with a historical sketch of each one 2015 ala
notable book would you cut out your healthy breasts and ovaries if you thought it might save your life
that s not a theoretical question for journalist lizzie stark s relatives who grapple with the horrific
legacy of cancer built into the family dna a brca mutation that has robbed most of her female relatives of
breasts ovaries peace of mind or life itself in pandora s dna stark uses her family s experience to frame
a larger story about the so called breast cancer genes exploring the morass of legal quandaries scientific
developments medical breakthroughs and ethical concerns that surround the brca mutations from the
troubling history of prophylactic surgery and the storied origins of the boob job to the landmark lawsuit
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against myriad genetics which held patents on the brca genes every human carries in their body until the
supreme court overturned them in 2013 although a genetic test for cancer risk may sound like the height of
scientific development the treatment remains crude and barbaric through her own experience stark shows
what it s like to live in a brave new world where gazing into a crystal ball of genetics has many
unintended consequences the author was an amateur naturalist wildlife photographer and one of the earliest
women to form a movie studio and production company she wrote some best selling novels and well received
columns in national magazines such as mccalls her works were translated into several languages including
braille and stratton porter was estimated to have had 50 million readers around the world she used her
position and income as a well known author to support conservation of limberlost swamp and other wetlands
in the state of indiana her novel a girl of the limberlost was adapted four times as a film most recently
in 1990 in a made for tv version one of stratton porter s last novels her father s daughter 1921 was set
outside los angeles she had moved about 1920 for health reasons and to expand her business ventures into
the movie industry this novel presented a unique window into stratton porter s feelings about world war i
era racism and nativism especially relating to immigrants of asian descent stratton porter died in los
angeles in 1924 when her limousine was struck by a streetcar this book examines the industrial monuments
of twentieth century britain each chapter takes a specific theme and examines it in the context of the
buildings and structure of the twentieth century the authors are both leading experts in the field having
written widely on various aspects of the subject in this new and comprehensive survey they respond to the
growing interest in twentieth century architecture and industrial archaeology the book is well illustrated
with superb and unique illustrations drawn from the archives of the royal commission on the historical
monuments of england it will mark and celebrate the end of the century with a tribute to its remarkable
built industrial heritage this book is the first in 30 years to take transport museums seriously as
vehicles for the making of public histories drawing upon many years experience of visiting and working in
transport museums around the world the authors argue that the sector s historical roots are more complex
than is usually thought written from a multidisciplinary perspective but firmly rooted in the practice of
making public histories this book brings the study of transport museums firmly into the mainstream of
academic and professional debate this volume brings together key findings of the long term research
project religious individualisation in historical perspective max weber centre for advanced cultural and
social studies erfurt university combining a wide range of disciplinary approaches methods and theories
the volume assembles over 50 contributions that explore and compare processes of religious
individualisation in different religious environments and historical periods in particular in asia the
mediterranean and europe from antiquity to the recent past contrary to standard theories of modernisation
which tend to regard religious individualisation as a specifically modern or early modern as well as an
essentially western or christian phenomenon the chapters reveal processes of religious individualisation
in a large variety of non western and pre modern scenarios furthermore the volume challenges prevalent
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views that regard religions primarily as collective phenomena and provides nuanced perspectives on the
appropriation of religious agency the pluralisation of religious options dynamics of de traditionalisation
and privatisation the development of elaborated notions of the self the facilitation of religious deviance
and on the notion of dividuality this book presents a collection of essays of how the city state of
singapore s societal dynamics have evolved from the time of its birth as a nation in 1965 to the present
key areas of singapore society are explored contributing to the understanding of the social organisation
of the city this study reveals a shift from the modernisation studies in the 1970s to a more political
economic turn as a consequence of the influence of dependency and world systems theories topics covered
include urban studies family education medical care class and social stratification work language ethnic
groups religion and crime and deviance the official monthly record of united states foreign policy what is
the future of languages in an increasingly globalized world are we moving toward the use of a single
language for global communication or are there ways of managing language diversity at the international
level can we or should we maintain a balance between the global need to communicate and the maintenance of
local and regional identities and cultures what is the role of education of language rights of language
equality in this volatile global linguistic mix a group of leading scholars in sociolinguistics and
language policy examines trends in language use across the world to find answers to these questions and to
make predictions about likely outcomes highlighted in the discussion are among other issues the rapidly
changing role of english the equally rapid decline and death of small languages the future of the major
european languages the international use of constructed languages like esperanto and not least the
question of what role applied scholarship can and should play in mapping and influencing the future
considers s 9 h r 74 and numerous related bills to provide education and training benefits to veterans who
have served subsequent to jan 1955 eligibility would be based upon service during the induction period and
upon service in a combat zone the recent financial crisis has sparked debates surrounding the nature and
role of accounting in informing capital markets and regulatory bodies about the financial performance and
position of a firm these debates have drawn attention to the broader implications of accounting for the
economy and society accounting and business economics brings together leading international scholars to
examine the current state of accounting theory and its fundamental connection with the economics and
finance of firms viewing the business entity from not only accounting but also national economic social
political juridical anthropological and moral points of view a sprightly critical and intelligent guided
tour around the mansion of media and communications cultural research enormously useful for students and
researchers james curran goldsmiths university of london a highly comprehensive guide to core concepts in
media theory and criticism andrew goodwin university of san francisco a great resource for new under grads
and something i urge my students to buy and use as a hand first port of call throughout their studies paul
smith de montfort university this book covers the key concepts central to understanding recent
developments in media and communications studies wide ranging in scope and accessible in style it sets out
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a useful clear map of the important theories methods and debates the entries critically explore the limits
of a key concept as much as the traditions that define it they include clear definitions are introduced
within the wider context of the field and each one is fully cross referenced is appropriately illustrated
with examples tables and diagrams provides a guide to further reading this book is an essential resource
for students of media and communications across sociology cultural studies creative industries and of
course media and communications courses vols for 1898 1968 include a directory of publishers international
marketing 6e is written from a wholly australasian perspective and covers issues unique to local marketers
and managers looking towards the asia pacific region the european union and beyond it presents a wide
range of contemporary issues faced by subsidiaries of multinational enterprises mnes as well as small and
medium scale enterprises smes mainly exporters which make up the vast bulk of firms involved in
international business in the australasian region international marketing 6e clearly demonstrates the
links between the different stages of international marketing connecting analysis with planning planning
with strategy and strategy with implementation key concepts are brought to life with comprehensively
updated statistics recent illustrations and a variety of real world examples and case studies
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fusing audience research and ethnography the book presents a compelling account of women s changing lives
and identities in relation to the impact of the most popular media culture in everyday life television
within the historically specific social conditions of korean modernity youna kim analyzes how korean women
of varying age and class group cope with the new environment of changing economical structure and social
relations the book argues that television is an important resource for women stimulating them to research
their own lives and identities youna kim reveals korean women as creative energetic and critical audiences
in their responses to evolving modernity and the impact of the west based on original empirical research
the book explores the hopes aspirations frustrations and dilemmas of korean women as they try to cope with
life beyond traditional grounds going beyond the traditional anglo american view of media and culture this
text will appeal to students and scholars of both korean area studies and media and communications studies
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michael greatrex coney was a british born author who spent the last three decades of his life in canada
including 16 years in the british colombia forest service his early work carried a sense of cold war
inspired paranoia but his repertoire was wide and perhaps his best novel hello summer goodbye is a wistful
story of adolescent love on a far distant planet the titles collected in this omnibus come from the
fertile beginning of his career and include his debut novel mirror image charisma and the bsfa award
winning brontomek
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now that people are starting to see that karting is the perfect training ground for professional racers of
all stripes as well as a not so expensive alternative to full scale road racing and oval track racing it s
become the fastest growing motorsport in the u s and the world for the novice confronted with a



bewildering array of choices kart types and classes road racing sprint track racing oval racing this book
offers answers the best single resource on kart racing karting will teach you the ins and outs of the
sport from choosing a class and kart to selecting safety equipment to performing maintenance and mastering
racing techniques that will get you up to speed on the track
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2015 ala notable book would you cut out your healthy breasts and ovaries if you thought it might save your
life that s not a theoretical question for journalist lizzie stark s relatives who grapple with the
horrific legacy of cancer built into the family dna a brca mutation that has robbed most of her female
relatives of breasts ovaries peace of mind or life itself in pandora s dna stark uses her family s
experience to frame a larger story about the so called breast cancer genes exploring the morass of legal
quandaries scientific developments medical breakthroughs and ethical concerns that surround the brca
mutations from the troubling history of prophylactic surgery and the storied origins of the boob job to
the landmark lawsuit against myriad genetics which held patents on the brca genes every human carries in
their body until the supreme court overturned them in 2013 although a genetic test for cancer risk may
sound like the height of scientific development the treatment remains crude and barbaric through her own
experience stark shows what it s like to live in a brave new world where gazing into a crystal ball of
genetics has many unintended consequences
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the author was an amateur naturalist wildlife photographer and one of the earliest women to form a movie



studio and production company she wrote some best selling novels and well received columns in national
magazines such as mccalls her works were translated into several languages including braille and stratton
porter was estimated to have had 50 million readers around the world she used her position and income as a
well known author to support conservation of limberlost swamp and other wetlands in the state of indiana
her novel a girl of the limberlost was adapted four times as a film most recently in 1990 in a made for tv
version one of stratton porter s last novels her father s daughter 1921 was set outside los angeles she
had moved about 1920 for health reasons and to expand her business ventures into the movie industry this
novel presented a unique window into stratton porter s feelings about world war i era racism and nativism
especially relating to immigrants of asian descent stratton porter died in los angeles in 1924 when her
limousine was struck by a streetcar
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this book examines the industrial monuments of twentieth century britain each chapter takes a specific
theme and examines it in the context of the buildings and structure of the twentieth century the authors
are both leading experts in the field having written widely on various aspects of the subject in this new
and comprehensive survey they respond to the growing interest in twentieth century architecture and
industrial archaeology the book is well illustrated with superb and unique illustrations drawn from the
archives of the royal commission on the historical monuments of england it will mark and celebrate the end
of the century with a tribute to its remarkable built industrial heritage
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this book is the first in 30 years to take transport museums seriously as vehicles for the making of
public histories drawing upon many years experience of visiting and working in transport museums around
the world the authors argue that the sector s historical roots are more complex than is usually thought
written from a multidisciplinary perspective but firmly rooted in the practice of making public histories



this book brings the study of transport museums firmly into the mainstream of academic and professional
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this volume brings together key findings of the long term research project religious individualisation in
historical perspective max weber centre for advanced cultural and social studies erfurt university
combining a wide range of disciplinary approaches methods and theories the volume assembles over 50
contributions that explore and compare processes of religious individualisation in different religious
environments and historical periods in particular in asia the mediterranean and europe from antiquity to
the recent past contrary to standard theories of modernisation which tend to regard religious
individualisation as a specifically modern or early modern as well as an essentially western or christian
phenomenon the chapters reveal processes of religious individualisation in a large variety of non western
and pre modern scenarios furthermore the volume challenges prevalent views that regard religions primarily
as collective phenomena and provides nuanced perspectives on the appropriation of religious agency the
pluralisation of religious options dynamics of de traditionalisation and privatisation the development of
elaborated notions of the self the facilitation of religious deviance and on the notion of dividuality
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this book presents a collection of essays of how the city state of singapore s societal dynamics have
evolved from the time of its birth as a nation in 1965 to the present key areas of singapore society are
explored contributing to the understanding of the social organisation of the city this study reveals a
shift from the modernisation studies in the 1970s to a more political economic turn as a consequence of
the influence of dependency and world systems theories topics covered include urban studies family
education medical care class and social stratification work language ethnic groups religion and crime and
deviance
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what is the future of languages in an increasingly globalized world are we moving toward the use of a
single language for global communication or are there ways of managing language diversity at the
international level can we or should we maintain a balance between the global need to communicate and the
maintenance of local and regional identities and cultures what is the role of education of language rights
of language equality in this volatile global linguistic mix a group of leading scholars in
sociolinguistics and language policy examines trends in language use across the world to find answers to
these questions and to make predictions about likely outcomes highlighted in the discussion are among
other issues the rapidly changing role of english the equally rapid decline and death of small languages
the future of the major european languages the international use of constructed languages like esperanto
and not least the question of what role applied scholarship can and should play in mapping and influencing
the future
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considers s 9 h r 74 and numerous related bills to provide education and training benefits to veterans who
have served subsequent to jan 1955 eligibility would be based upon service during the induction period and
upon service in a combat zone
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the recent financial crisis has sparked debates surrounding the nature and role of accounting in informing



capital markets and regulatory bodies about the financial performance and position of a firm these debates
have drawn attention to the broader implications of accounting for the economy and society accounting and
business economics brings together leading international scholars to examine the current state of
accounting theory and its fundamental connection with the economics and finance of firms viewing the
business entity from not only accounting but also national economic social political juridical
anthropological and moral points of view
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a sprightly critical and intelligent guided tour around the mansion of media and communications cultural
research enormously useful for students and researchers james curran goldsmiths university of london a
highly comprehensive guide to core concepts in media theory and criticism andrew goodwin university of san
francisco a great resource for new under grads and something i urge my students to buy and use as a hand
first port of call throughout their studies paul smith de montfort university this book covers the key
concepts central to understanding recent developments in media and communications studies wide ranging in
scope and accessible in style it sets out a useful clear map of the important theories methods and debates
the entries critically explore the limits of a key concept as much as the traditions that define it they
include clear definitions are introduced within the wider context of the field and each one is fully cross
referenced is appropriately illustrated with examples tables and diagrams provides a guide to further
reading this book is an essential resource for students of media and communications across sociology
cultural studies creative industries and of course media and communications courses
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international marketing 6e is written from a wholly australasian perspective and covers issues unique to
local marketers and managers looking towards the asia pacific region the european union and beyond it
presents a wide range of contemporary issues faced by subsidiaries of multinational enterprises mnes as
well as small and medium scale enterprises smes mainly exporters which make up the vast bulk of firms
involved in international business in the australasian region international marketing 6e clearly
demonstrates the links between the different stages of international marketing connecting analysis with
planning planning with strategy and strategy with implementation key concepts are brought to life with
comprehensively updated statistics recent illustrations and a variety of real world examples and case
studies
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